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The game was originally created for the Raspberry Pi and it doesn't have any 3d. It was originally created for fun but then i had idea that it would be nice to create game on a platform i like, old consoles. The game itself has only 2 protagonists: a cat and a snake, although it doesn't change anything in the
gameplay. All of my game design comes from my head, so i usually don't know what to call what game part, it just depends on what i feel like at a particular moment. All i know is that this game works and that i can move forward with it. Game Features: - Game is easy to play and controls are very simple - No

two games are alike in terms of game design - Remakes of all classic console games, including Final Fantasy, Final Fantasy III, Super Mario, Metroid, The Legend of Zelda, etc. - Randomizer for every game - You can play with all games at the same time - It has achievements! - Lots of funny sound effects -
Game play is very addictive and full of fun - No Ads - No IAPs - No 3rd party permissions Everything in this game has been made by me, except the music which was licensed (just Google it!). I'm open to constructive criticism and ideas for future games. Thank You! Donations are very appreciated. Donate
Button: Rules of the game: - You have to fire as much missiles as you can - When you fire you score one point - If you fire from a distance your bullets/missiles will not score points, they will still slow you down! - Missiles are automatic, your enemies can't switch to - You can only fire from the tower or the
platform - When you get hit you stop and score no points - Your score goes down every time you are hit by enemy bullets or missiles - Your score goes down when you damage an enemy - When you reach 0, you lose - The game ends when you have lost 10 points - You can restart the game by pressing R

Controller recommendations: - You should use a gamepad - You should use a PS4 controller About This Game: The game was originally created for the Raspberry Pi and it doesn't have any 3d. It was originally created for fun
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more than 50 challenges to defeat

retro retro game classic look
four pictures and four words for easy play

play it online using Game Center
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